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Nova had a semi-unibody construction, with a bolt-on front section connected to a unitized
cabin and rear trunk. It had a inch wheelbase and was considered a basic compact car for
Chevy customers. Available as a 4-door sedan and 2-door coupe, it was also available as a
convertible and station wagon. There were five different styles and three series; the Series,
Series and Nova Series, with the Series convertible being the most sporty and popular. The
Series was quickly introduced and discontinued. Inside for and was the Chevrolet inline
4-engine cu and a Chevrolet straight -6 cu engine. The Chevy II Nova Super Sport SS was
produced in for the Series Sports Coupe and convertible, featuring new instrument packaging,
emblems, wheel covers, side moldings, floor shifter and new bucket seats. This would be the
only ear the convertible SS would be offered. This factory V8 options were a cu liter with horse
power, along with cu 3. A wide grille, new integrated headlight bezels both giving the car a great
front end look. The parking lights were lowered on the bumper, and both the taillight and the
backup lights were given a new look. The Chevy II was now available in the and the Nova The
Super Sport, however, had a new floor-mounted 4-speed manual transmission or Powerglide
automatic and a brushed-chrome console. Standard was still the column-mounted 3-speed
manual. The interior was given a facelift as well, with new textured vinyl trim, temperature
gauge, oil pressure gauge and ammeter. There was a 4-cylinder, but it was only available for the
Chevy II The cu 5. Some say that this was the year that the Chevy II entered the muscle car era,
as it could now hold its own against the Mustangs and the GTO. While sales suffered in , the
new Chevy II had a new look and a new outlook. A new grille, humped fenders, and a
semi-fastback roofline and tapered trunk. The Nova Super Sport was available only in a sport
coupe and had as a standard engine the cu 3. Strato-bucket front seats gave the Nova SS extra
comfort and style. The Chevy II had the standard cu 2. The best, however, was the new cu
Turbo-Fire 5. In other than a new crosshatch pattern filling the deck lid trim panel, not a lot
changed for the Nova design. The Nova SS coupes came with a console-mounted shift lever and
Powerglide automatic transmission or an optional 4-speed manual. Along with the standard cu
3. The Nova SS, now a performance package instead of a trim option, was boosted up from the
V8 with horsepower to a roaring with horsepower, heavy-duty suspension and optional front
disc brakes. From to a cu 2. Instead Chevrolet Nova owners opted for the cu 4. Later in a
semi-automatic transmission, the Torque-Drive RPO MB1 offered a clutchless motoring
low-cost option for the 4-cylinder and 6-cylinder engines. A longer wheelbase and new engines
moved the Nova from that original functional car to a true muscle car still a favorite among
collectors and classic car fans. A new option for Chevy Novas was a 2-barrel carbureted cu 5.
Chevy Novas with 6-cylinder and V8 engines could also opt for the Turbo-Hydramatic 3-speed
automatic. There were not a lot of changes for the Chevy Nova other than wider side marker and
taillight lenses. In fact, other than these changes it is really hard to tell the and the apart.
Engines from the previous year were simply carried over. During this year we saw the name
Chevrolet Nova in reference to the car. Inside the SS, a new cu 5. All Novas had the standard cu
4. Only 7, Super Sport Novas were made in The Nova had a few new trim changes but was still
popular. More Nova SSs were produced in than in It came with the L48 small-block and a single
4-barrel carburetor with a total of horsepower. A Skyroof, known as the Ventura II Folding
Sunroof, which was a sliding fabric sunroof of sorts was available in A new hatchback was
introduced in , along with a new front and rear redesign. Bumpers at the time were mandated to
be capable of absorbing a 2. The new Nova Custom was the best available and the SS option
was downgraded to a package that included Rally wheels and a blackout grille. Also new for
were the elimination of vent windows and the introduction of a new modified rear window
design, side guard door beams and more sound insulation. Other options included fold-down
rear seats, sunroof, and air conditioning. The Chevrolet Nova now had bigger parking lights,
black painted window frames and sport mirrors, bow-tie grille emblems, new bumpers and a
weight-sensitive relay in the front seat that prevented the car from starting without the seatbelt
being done up, as mandated by the NHTSA. Eventually this mandate would be repealed. The
Powerglide in the vehicle was now replaced by a 3-speed Turbo-Hydramatic While the
wheelbase was still inches, the front tread was extended by over an inch and the front stabilizer
bar was larger. Standard for this year in all Novas were steel-belted radials and front disc
brakes. Inside cut-pile carpeting gave the interior a more luxurious appeal and larger graphics
on the speedometers, a larger windshield, and front-door armrests with integral pull bars made
this ride more comfortable than ever. The base model of Chevrolet Nova had a 4. A cu 4. The
Nova LN would be rebranded as the Concours in Three body styles were now available;
hatchback coupe, 4-door sedan and coupe. The interior was incredible. Rosewood vinyl on the

upper door panels, steering wheel and instrument panel, upright hood ornament, bumper
guards, black bumper impact strips, fold-down center arm rest for the coupe , full wheel covers
and new bright trim moldings. The Chevrolet Nova engines included the inline-6 with
horsepower, the cu V8 with horsepower, and the cu V8 with horsepower. The Nova SS option
offered 4-spoke steering wheel, Rally wheels, heavy-duty suspension and a diamond-mesh
patterned black grille. In , while the body changes were minor, new colors were available. Inside,
new gauges and an updated flatter dash panel were installed. There were four transmissions
and three engines available in , as well as 3-speed and 4-speed manual on the column or floor,
or by Turbo Hydra-Matic. The Councours received a new hood ornament and front grille, and
new triple unit tail lights, along with new wheel covers. The Concours would be discontinued in
, leaving the Nova Custom to take on some of the Concours exterior affects. The Chevrolet Nova
now had a new gold-colored Chevy bowtie emblem at the hood and inside the upholstery
choices were Edinburg woven sport cloth-and-vinyl or all-vinyl. Also new for was the addition of
a comfortable vinyl-covered dual-spoke steering wheel. In new square headlights and a new
grille would be introduced, along with new chrome fender and hood moldings, and new
front-bumper filler panels. The Rally package was available, as was the Nova Customs special
acoustical package. This year would be the end of the rear-wheel-drive Nova. Home Chevy
Nova. The Luxury Nova aka the Nova LN was introduced in was a year of changes and the
Chevrolet Nova went through some serious design changes for this year. Set an alert to be
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